The 3-Splint-System

Introducing the
CA® CLEAR ALIGNER

We look forward to making you smile!

Three material thicknesses, worn during 4
weeks for a unique and beautiful smile: With
each treatment step, you’ll be wearing 3
splints of different thicknesses.
Thanks to this steady increase in pressure,
your teeth are aligned efficiently, yet smoothly
and with extraordinary comfort.
For easy distinction, the corresponding
degree of hardness is marked on the aligners
in the posterior segment.

The latest in tooth aligning technology


Transparent
Virtually invisible for easy wear



Customised
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Individually planned and constructed by
orthodontists and orthodontic laboratories


Comfortable
Smooth finish for optimum comfort



Removable
Remove and re-insert at your leisure



Effective
Precise movements calculated by orthodontists
for a beautiful smile

What is CA® CLEAR ALIGNER?

How does CA® CLEAR ALIGNER work?

Dr. Jones and the CA® system

A series of clear, custom made, removable
splints which uses gentle forces to align teeth to
the
desired position. The CA® material is
fabricated to produce lower forces to ensure a
gentle yet fast tooth alignment. The CA® CLEAR
ALIGNER can be worn with confidence, patients
can be assured that when wearing the splint
they can speak with ease, and best of all feel
confident when smiling and engaging in
everyday activities.

Each CA® splint is custom made to ensure
comfort with specific and precise tooth
movements calculated by Dr. Jones using the
latest technology. All CA® CLEAR ALIGNERs are
fabricated in Dr. Jones’ lab on site which allows
him to make necessary adjustments and to have
a prompt turn-around time for his patients.

Dr. Jones understands that conventional methods
of tooth alignment are not feasible for some
patients, which is why he is excited to be initiating
the CA® CLEAR ALIGNER system.

CA® CLEAR ALIGNER splints are virtually invisible
and so easy to insert and remove.

The CA® splints are to be worn for a minimum of
22 hours per day to ensure optimum results. Due
to the gentle and comfortable nature of the
tooth alignment this can be easily achieved by
patients.
Patients undergoing treatment with CA® CLEAR
ALIGNER are monitored closely by Dr. Jones,
with an impression being taken after each set of
aligners to ensure optimum tooth movement.
With state of the art technology Dr. Jones is able
to make a video of the calculated tooth
movement and the determined amount of CA®
splints needed to reach the desired tooth
correction, he can then share this with his
patients to ensure communication is open and
treatment goals are fully understood by the
patient.

Dr. Jones has a long history with aligners and his
expertise in this field has allowed him to travel the
globe, constantly learning and collaborating with
like-minded professionals to structure innovative
methods of tooth alignment to integrate into his
high quality orthodontic treatments. With recent
travel to Germany to extend his knowledge on the
CA® system Dr. Jones found that with this latest
technology he has greater control over tooth
alignment then he ever did with other removable
tooth straightening systems, with more flexibility
and greater possibilities for his patients.

Treatment with CA® CLEAR ALIGNER
The CA® system is mostly used for minor tooth
movement or relapse, however, it can also be
used in conjunction with braces to minimise time
spent in braces. The more tooth movement
required, the more CA® CLEAR ALIGNER splints
will be required.
Each patient’s treatment is individualised so it is
best to make an appointment with Dr. Jones to
discuss your treatment goals.

Find out more at:
www.ca-clear-aligner.com

